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B u i l d i n g  O u r  S k i l l s
Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a Career of Choice
The Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a Career of Choice campaign is supported by GQA Qualifications 
Limited and is a part of their philosophy of underpinning Quality through Qualifications.

GQA Qualifications
GQA Qualifications Limited is the Fenestration Industry’s only qualifications writing and awarding body.  Its 
support and guidance, along with the availability of a 70 strong network of Approved Practical Training and 
Assessment Centres will underpin the practical delivery of the Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a 
Career of Choice campaign.
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B u i l d i n g  O u r  S k i l l s
Statement from Mick Clayton CEO of GQA Qualifications
We have been working with the Fenestration Industry for over 25 years promoting employer led learning, 
practical training and qualifications as a way of raising skills, and more latterly as a way of addressing the growing 
skills gap.  

The launch of the Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a Career of Choice campaign will accelerate our 
agenda, and I would encourage as many employers as possible to come together as one to address the facing our 
industry.
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Campaign Introduction
In today’s market looking for young employees who are interested in your business, who can deliver quality, 
and who want to grow and remain with you long-term can be an almost thankless task.  The barriers we face 
in attracting youngsters to the Fenestration Industry when there are – at first glance at least – many more 
interesting industries they could join, has resulted in a widening skills gap.

Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a Career of 
Choice is a strategic initiative designed to help bridge 
the widening skills gap
This campaign is about creating an awareness of our industry which everyone can support, without fear of 
thinking they are promoting their competitors.  It is about the industry as a whole – and we encourage as many 
companies as possible to get involved – Justin Ratcliffe, Chief Executive CAB

We need to start attracting the very best young talent to our industry, across every imaginable career 
path. Edgetech (UK) Limited will offer its support to this initiative, wherever we can. – Charlotte Mercer, 
Edgetech UK Limited
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Campaign Mission Statement
To raise awareness of the many opportunities and rewards in Fenestration to encourage new entrants to make 
the industry their career of choice, and to support the building of skills through a network of employer led 
learning, practical training facilities and qualifications.

I’ve always tried to share the great experiences I have benefited from by being part of the Fenestration Industry, 
and in doing so, I hope it will inspire others to join us - Alan Sadler, Profix Group
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Campaign Aims
The aim of this campaign is to raise awareness of the Fenestration Industry amongst young people starting out on 
their career journey, and others looking for a career change.

Individual companies have worked tirelessly in the past to promote their businesses in an attempt to attract 
youngsters to the industry and to themselves.  

The Building Our Skills campaign has been created to promote a single consistent industry message which 
highlights the many great attractions it holds, including a wide array of career paths with opportunities for 
progression, routes to practical training, qualifications and attractive financial rewards.

We are showing our support for Building Our Skills because we know investing in the future of the industry is 
key to growth and long term success – Andy Green, Selecta Systems

As a business that specialises in employee retention strategies, we fully see the value of building skills, and we 
think this campaign will be  a really positive initiative for the Fenestration Industry – Rob Smith, Reich Life
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Campaign Objectives
The campaign’s primary objective is to encourage new entrants to join the Fenestration Industry as a career of 
choice, to help bridge the widening skills gap which is impacting the industry on many levels

It is intended to encourage young people starting out on their career journey, along with other career changers to 
look at the Fenestration Industry as a viable industry in which to forge their career.

We are like many others in the industry who have worked hard over the years to try and attract new talent 
to the industry.  This campaign offers us the chance to really showcase the great things the industry can offer 
new talent, and we are right behind it – Tristan Cooke, Mila Maintenance and Installation

As someone who started out as an apprentice myself, I’m delighted that Liniar is fully supporting this 
initiative. We’ve been committed to developing young talent for many years and see the benefits that a 
scheme such as this will bring to the industry as a whole. – Chris Armes, Liniar.
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Fenestration – A Home for All
We believe the Fenestration Industry is a home for all abilities and groups regardless of their background.

We hope that by making people aware of the Fenestration Industry and the opportunity to access of multiple 
career paths, along with the fantastic potential for ongoing learning, training and qualifications, we can attract 
more of the talent leaving the educational system, as well as attracting other career changers looking for new 
opportunities.

We are 100% behind this new campaign which will help the Fenestration Industry significantly in its quest to 
attract new talent - Mark Wadsworth, Senior Architectural Systems
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Fenestration – The Scope of Career Paths
The Fenestration Industry has a wide range of career paths and we want to encourage the best talent there is to 
join us to help it remain sustainable in the long-term.

Industry career paths include Manufacturing . Installation . Surveying . Fabrication . Glass Processing . Technical 
Design . Technical Services . Marketing . Website Design . Graphic Design . Internal Sales . External Sales . 
Customer Services . IT .  Warehousing and Distribution . Trade Counter . Human Resources . Locksmithing

As someone who has enjoyed a great career in the Fenestration Industry I am fully behind this new and 
exciting campaign to attract the next generation of talent - Mike Stevenson, Norwood Windows
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Building a network of Industry Supporters

To get this campaign to the widest audience we need a network of industry supporters, people who are 
passionate about the industry and who are willing to promote the message across all possible avenues.

There is no financial cost associated with becoming a 
supporter of the campaign, it is about finding a ‘skills gap’ 
solution and we need to come together to address the crisis 
.....these companies have
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Why not Become a Supporter?
All you need to do as a supporter is promote the campaign messages, carry the campaign badge on your website 
and other media, share on social media, and commit to supporting the aims and objectives of the campaign in a 
practical way wherever possible

Share news and success about your employees to act as an inspiration for others to join the industry, and 
encourage more people to visit the Building Our Skills website to discover more about the Fenestration Industry

Why not join these companies who have also already pledged their support…..

We are delighted to be a part of this campaign and a sponsor of the new installer talent programme.  Seeing 
new talent come through is extremely rewarding and is an important part of creating a sustainable industry 
for the long term - Richard Kirman, Truedor
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Building Our Skills – Making Fenestration a Career of 
Choice is complemented by a new Talent Recognition 
Programme.

To find out more information about the programme or 
how to get involved as a sponsor or a mentor contact 
sayhello@buildingourskills.co.uk
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For information on how to become a supporter contact: 

Steph Tague at Building Our Skills on

sayhello@buildingourskills.co.uk 

or call 0114 481 0059/0778 934 4479

Chris Globe at Inside The Box Marketing on

Chris@insidetheboxmarketing.co.uk or call 0742 910 3925

Mick Clayton at GQA Qualifications on

Mick@gqaqualifications.com or call 0114 272 0033

Contact us

www.buildingourskills.co.uk


